INTELLIGENT LED LIGHT FIXTURES WITH XiFi® WIRELESS CONTROLS

Intelligent LED lighting fixtures with DLC Qualified Xi-Fi® lighting controls can cut energy usage up to 90% and reduce ROI payback time while providing superior illumination and years of maintenance free operation.

- DLC qualified and listed controls
- DLC Premium listed fixtures
- Quick and easy commissioning with Precision ID™
- Improves security
- Sensors and controls are internal to the fixtures
- Fixtures can be grouped into zones
- For individual fixtures and groups of fixtures
  - Motion sensor time-out adjustable from 15 seconds to 15 minutes
  - Illumination adjustable from rated power to fully Off
  - Bi-Level dimming
  - Dimming adjustable to comply with local code minimum illumination levels

Please see individual product sheets for full specifications.

With a simple to operate user interface, this flood/mesh networked based system is specifically designed to speed up installation time, making it easy to create groups of fixtures that respond to sensor activity, manage daylight harvesting, adjust light levels and provide valuable data, all without having to make physical adjustments at the fixtures, and requiring little or no training.

For full specifications and description of LED Fixtures, please visit us at www.xeleum.com or contact your Xeleum representative.
Cloud Based Data
Xi-Fi® enabled luminaires come with accessibility to cloud based data related to real time and historical energy usage as well as to occupancy sensor activity and tracking. Through use of this type of data, energy usage can be minimized, occupant comfort enhanced, corporate workspace more efficiently utilized and measurement and verification (M&V) reporting generated.

- Energy usage - by KWh
- Energy usage - by dollars
- Energy usage - by zone
- Energy usage - total
- Energy usage - from any other time period
- Energy usage - comparison to other time periods
- Occupancy sensor activity and tracking

Real-Time Data Available at Dashboard
(Real-time data is an optional feature purchased separately)